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Abstract
Dynamic accurate predictions of Arctic sea ice, ocean, atmosphere, and ecosystem are necessary for safe and efficient Arctic
maritime transportation; however a related technical roadmap has not yet been established. In this paper, we propose a management system for trans-Arctic maritime transportation supported by near real-time streaming data from air-space-ground-sea
integrated monitoring networks and high spatio-temporal sea ice modeling. As the core algorithm of integrated monitoring
networks, a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network is embedded to improve Arctic sea ice mapping algorithms.
Since the LSTM is localized in time and space, it can make full use of streaming data characteristics. The sea ice–related
parameters from satellite remote sensing raw data are used as the input of the LSTM, while streaming data from shipborne radar
networks and/or buoy measurements are used as training datasets to enhance the accuracy and resolution of environmental
streaming data from outputs of LSTM. Due to large size of streaming data, the proposed management system of trans-Arctic
shipping should be built on a cloud distribution platform using existing wireless communications networks among vessels and
ports. Our management system will be used by the ongoing European Commission Horizon 2020 Programme “ePIcenter.”
Keywords Arctic climate change . Arctic routes . Streaming data . Management system of trans-Arctic shipping

Introduction
The dramatic shrinking and thinning of the summertime area
of Arctic sea ice over the preceding 4 decades, especially in
autumn and summer, accelerates deployments of large-scale
trans-Arctic maritime transportation in the near future. The
shipping industry has become increasingly interested in
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Arctic shipping due to lower shipping costs, reduced carbon
emissions, and shorter voyage times when Arctic routes are
compared with the traditional Asia-Europe Suez Canal Route
(Fu et al. 2021). Main Arctic shipping routes include the
Arctic northeast passage along the Russian Siberian coast,
the Arctic northwest passage through the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago, and the Arctic pole route (Giguère et al. 2017).
Among these three routes, the most feasible is the Arctic
northeast passage, since more sea ice has retreated and will
continue to retreat near the Russian Siberian coast than in
other parts of Arctic Ocean (Zhang et al. 2016). In practice,
since 2000, the number and size of vessels navigating through
the Arctic northeast passage has been much high than through
the other two routes. Seventy-one vessels passed through the
Arctic northeast passage in 2013, while the first vessel passed
through the Arctic northwest passage in 2014. The Arctic pole
route is not accessible in the near future. Compared with the
routes via the Suez Canal or the Cape of Good Hope, the
relatively mature Arctic northeast routes along the Siberian
coast can reduce the navigational distances between East
Asia and Europe ports by 25–43% (Aksenov et al. 2017). At
the same time, increasing Arctic shipping activities will harm
the Arctic ecosystem, especially given that the negative effects
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of carbon and pollutant emissions in the Arctic routes would
outweigh the advantage of shorter distance (Østreng 2015).
Under the business-as-usual scenario, the overall shipping
carbon emission on the Arctic northeast passage by 2050 will
be 1.76 times the emission level in 2020. Jing et al. (2021)
suggested that switching to cleaner fuels (such as LNG) and
slow steaming are effective ways of emission reduction.
Yearly variations in Arctic sea ice distribution and thickness will still threaten the safety of vessel navigation along
Arctic routes. Potential risks depend on intra-annual spatial
variability and sudden changes in sea ice conditions in the
Arctic. The Arctic severe weather (e.g., the strong winds,
snow storms, reduced visibility in fog) and the remoteness
from navigation support services (e.g., navigational, hydrographic, meteorological, communication, emergency rescue,
vessel waste disposal) also increase navigational threats
(Gavrilov et al. 2019). Dynamic accurate predictions of
Arctic sea ice, ocean, atmosphere, and ecosystem are necessary for safe and efficient Arctic maritime transportation
(Aksenov et al. 2017). However the core management system
for the whole Arctic shipping to balance between risks and
costs has not been effectively studied; only Zhang et al. (2019)
have given a framework for a big data–driven dynamic optimal trans-Arctic route (DOTAR) system. Although the
DOTAR system is designed to use big environmental data
as its input, the core algorithm in the DOTAR system is still
based on traditional data assimilation algorithms, and no deep
learning techniques are embedded. Moreover, the DATOR
system does not make use of streaming data characteristics
for Arctic big data and does not show how to mine useful
information from streaming data using shipborne radar systems and buoy measurements into the DOTAR system. In this
paper, we overcome the disadvantages of the DOTAR system
and establish a management system of environmental streaming data from a near real-time air-space-ground-sea integrated
environmental monitoring network and high spatio-temporal
sea ice modeling to support trans-Arctic maritime transportation. The management system can help to adjust and optimize
shipping routes in near real time in order to maintain safe
distances from large-size ice floes and to save time, fuel, and
costs and to minimize risks. Our management system will be
used by the ongoing European Commission Horizon 2020
Programme “Enhanced Physical Internet-Compatible EarthfrieNdly freight Transportation answer (ePIcenter)” as a core
part of a trans-Arctic transportation system.

Streaming data from Arctic remote sensing
measurements
More than 10 million km2 of sea ice melt and re-form every
year. Seasonal melt–freeze transitions over sea ice are closely
linked with Arctic sea ice extent and thickness, and this has
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large impacts on the uncertainty of trans-Arctic shipping seasons. Streaming data from near real-time and spatially extensive sea ice observations are important for managing Arctic
navigation routes. Since the high reflective nature of snow/ice
presents a good contrast with open water and other natural
surface covers, streaming data from satellite remote sensing
is a low-cost tool for monitoring changes of Arctic sea ice
extent and thickness. Since satellite microwave remote sensing is not affected by solar illumination and clouds, it is the
most reliable and accurate approach to monitor changes of
Arctic sea ice conditions. Satellite microwave remote sensing
can be divided into passive microwave remote sensing and
active microwave remote sensing.
Satellite passive microwave sensor measurements can provide basin-scale observations at a spatial resolution of 12.5 km
or 25 km. Known passive microwave sensors include the
Scanning Multi-Channel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
on NASA’s Nimbus-7 satellite, the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I) or Sounders (SSMIS) on DOD/
DMSP satellites, and the Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer-Earth Observing System (AMSR-E and
AMSR2) on NASA EOS Aqua and GCOM-W1 satellites.
Due to significant differences in brightness, temperature at
different frequencies, and polarizations between open waters
and ice, the daily temporal resolution of passive microwave
brightness temperatures provides the most widely utilized observations to retrieve Arctic sea ice conditions but is limited to
coarse spatial resolution. The latest AMSR2, placed on-orbit
in 2012, offers a significant improvement in spatial resolution,
especially at 89 GHz, of approximately 3×5 km2. The swath
width of AMSR2 is 1450 km, leading to relatively high temporal resolution (Chi et al. 2019). Two mainstream sea ice
concentration retrieval algorithms to utilize streaming data
from passive microwave sensors are as follows: The NASA
sea ice algorithm is based on the difference of the polarization
and spectral gradient ratios of sea ice and open water
(Cavalieri et al. 1996); the bootstrap algorithm is based on
interpolation of brightness temperatures in consolidated ice
regions and ice-free regions (Cho and Naoki 2015). Under
sky conditions without cloud–atmosphere aerosol contamination, low-resolution streaming data from passive microwave
sensors can be enhanced further by high-resolution streaming
data from the MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instruments on NASA EOS Terra and
Aqua satellites. During summertime, the surface of the Arctic
ice can vary from deep snow to bare ice to melt ponds (Lu
et al. 2017). At present, the existence of melt ponds over
Arctic sea ice is still a big challenge for Arctic sea ice remote
sensing since they have large spatio-temporal variability and
have features similar to open water. Generally, the depth of
melt ponds is <50 cm on first-year ice and <70 cm on multiyear ice. The smaller albedo of melt ponds compared with sea
ice often leads to further melting and then change ice
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conditions (Lu et al. 2016). Misjudgment of melting ponds as
open water possibly misguides vessels to sail into dangerous
regions. One solution is to use streaming data from optical
remote sensing (e.g., MODIS data) to obtain melting pond
fractions in certain Arctic regions.
As an active microwave remote sensing, synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) has high spatial resolution (50–100 m) with low
spatial coverage and temporal resolution and is also independent of sunlight and clouds. Known SAR satellites include the
German Aerospace Center’s X-band TerraSAR-X, the
Canadian Space Agency’s C-band Radarsat-2, the European
Space Agency’s C-band Sentinel, and Japan’s Advanced
Land Observing Satellite-2 with onboard L-band SAR
(PALSAR-2). Generally, C-band SAR is more sensitive to
sea ice with thickness <0.12 m, and L-/X-band SAR is more
sensitive to sea ice thickness >0.12 m. Due to high spatial
resolution, streaming data from the combination of X-, C-,
and L-band SAR satellites make it possible to provide automatic detailed information of concentration, extent, and drift
patterns of icebergs or large-scale ice floes, particularly regarding lead and floe size distribution (Johansson et al.
2018). The drift patterns of iceberg and large-scale ice floes
can be detected by using cross- and phase correlation techniques to register ice features from satellite SAR data over
different acquisition times and then calculate the moving distance of sea ice. More advanced techniques are entropy-based
multi-scale matching and optical flow techniques (Du et al.
2019). Generally, L-band SAR can detect higher confidence
sea ice motion vectors during melt and freeze-up, while Cband ice motion is more spatially representative than L-band
SAR over dry multi-year ice (Howell et al. 2018). Due to
narrow swath width, one satellite with onboard SAR often
spends 15–30 days to map sea ice conditions along the whole
Arctic routes. Although the spatial coverage of combined all
SAR satellites is increasing, there are still a big gap in spatial
and temporal scales across the Arctic routes.
Different from passive microwave sensors and SARs,
scatterometers are active microwave remote sensors offering
a balance between spatial resolution and coverage in Arctic
regions. They can provide information on snow-ice-ocean interactions of the Arctic region each day at 4.45 km resolution
via resolution-enhanced algorithms (Mortin et al. 2014). The
known C-band instrument Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT)
is onboard three polar orbiting satellites of European Space
Agency (ESA). Streaming data from scatterometers cannot be
used to estimate sea ice concentration directly, but it can assess sea ice extent/cover by performing discrimination analysis at relatively high resolution.
The thickness of Arctic sea ice can pose notable impacts on
icebreaking costs, operating costs, and depreciation costs of
vessels shipping along Arctic routes. A non-ice-strengthened
vessel in Arctic sea ice-prone regions could incur catastrophic
damages. Assuming that sea ice is in hydrostatic equilibrium,
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various altimetry onboard high-latitude satellites can retrieve
sea ice thickness from the freeboard height (the height of sea
ice surface relative to local sea level). The Cryosat-2 has a
profiling radar altimeter (Ku-band) that can penetrate snow
on sea ice and measure the sea ice elevation above a reference
ellipsoid, so it can reveal inter-annual fluctuations of Arctic
sea ice thickness. Cryosat-2’s radar altimeter operates in three
modes: low-resolution mode, high-resolution SAR mode, and
SAR interferometric model. CryoSat-2 sea ice thickness estimates have been shown to agree with those from airborne and
ocean-based platforms to within 2 mm, on average, which is
much smaller than the accuracy of either dataset (10–40 cm)
(Tilling et al. 2018). The main contributors to the uncertainty
in sea ice thickness retrieval are the depth and density of snow
existing on the ice cover and the densities of ice and seawater.
One solution is to use the combination of SARAL-AltiKa and
CryoSat-2 altimeters at Ka- and Ku-band frequencies to retrieve snow depth with an accuracy better than 3 cm
(Guerreiro et al. 2016). The Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-3B satellites carrying a dual frequency (Ku and C band) SAR Radar
altimeter were launched in 2016 and 2018, respectively.
Compared with CryoSat-2 alone, the use of the combination
of CryoSat-2 and two Sentinel satellites in Arctic sea ice thickness estimates can enhance the spatial resolution from
15(25)(50) to 5(10)(15) km2 and the temporal resolution from
30 days to 10 days and reduce the uncertainty by a quarter on
average (Lawrence et al. 2021). Satellite data has revealed that
the trend for thick multiyear winter sea ice area is a loss of
17.2% per decade since 1979, and the mean thickness during
the 2000s was around 2 m (Langehaug et al. 2013).
Satellite monitoring of marginal ice zones with newly
formed open water or ice plays a key role in searching for
cost-effective shipping passages through the ice. In order to
maintain safe distances from icebergs and large-size ice floes
and to save time, fuel, and costs, satellite remote sensing needs
to monitor the whole Arctic region (especially marginal ice
zones) in a near real-time manner; i.e., the temporal resolution
needs to be increased from days into hours. At present,
steaming data flow from existing satellite remote sensing is
not enough to support blooming trans-Arctic shipping in the
near future. Two solutions are proposed: One is to use the
combination of polar synchronous satellites. The Canadian
RADARSAT Constellation Mission launched in June 2019
consists of three C-band SAR satellites as well as an associated ground segment. Although the spatial resolution reaches
meter scale, streaming data from RADARSAT satellites still
cannot achieve the aim of hourly monitoring of Arctic ice
conditions due to low temporal resolution. At the same time,
the European Space Agency is developing the Sentinel satellite constellation, where each mission is based on a constellation of two satellites. Due to the high economic cost of complex polar synchronous satellites, it is difficult to use multisatellite constellations and then achieve the aim of near real-
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time monitoring of Arctic routes. The other solution is a socalled low-cost nanosatellite constellation model, which emphasizes simplicity in design, minimal cost, and disposability
and replacement, making possible the use of multi-satellite
constellations to support Arctic shipping. The Dove satellite
constellation of Planet Labs has made up the world’s largest
constellation; this can be expected to monitor sea ice conditions along Arctic routes. The Chinese government is planning to construct and launch a triple-pole constellation
equipped with 24 micro/nano satellites. The first experimental
satellite Ice Pathfinder with a resolution of 80m was launched
in September 2019. It can cover the whole Arctic region every
5 days. Onboarded AIS receivers can be used to test communications between satellites and vessels/ports. The whole constellation of 24 micro/nano satellites will be expected on-orbit
before 2030.

Streaming data from buoy and airborne
measurements
Any piece of floating sea ice with a size >20 m is called an ice
floe (Kwok 2014). The drift pattern of small-scale sea ice floes
is very difficult to monitor by satellite remote sensing or predict
by sea ice models or fully coupled climate models, but they
seriously threaten navigation safety along Arctic routes. Due to
the extreme climate and environment conditions in high latitudes, in situ measurements of sea ice concentration, extent, and
thickness are spatially and temporally sparse in Arctic regions.
As the only low-cost reliable in situ measurements, buoys can
track drifting sea ice floes with 1m resolution.
The International Arctic Buoy Program (IABP), initiated
by the Polar Science Center, is a network of drifting buoys in
the Arctic Ocean to provide meteorological and oceanographic data. Its main aim is to develop a comprehensive and sustainable Arctic observational network and produce streaming
data used as validation of satellite remote sensing data and
forcing/validation/assimilation climate models. The main
types of ice buoys used in the Arctic Ocean are Sea Ice
Mass balance buoys, Ice Surface Velocity Program buoys,
and Snow and Ice Mass Balance Array buoys. These buoys
can record position, air temperature and pressure, snow and
ice temperature, and ice concentration and thickness (Lei et al.
2020). Streaming data from these buoys can successfully integrate into global wireless communication systems according
to the IABP protocols.
Except for monitoring sea ice concentration, extent, and
thickness, suitable buoys can also help to obtain key physical
and thermodynamic features of ice floes along Arctic navigation routes, which cannot be achieved by satellite remote sensing or sea ice modeling. Along the Arctic routes, when ice
interacts with the hull of a vessel, it may rotate and collide
with the vessel or slide along the vessel’s hull. Related
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physical and thermodynamic features, such as tensile strength,
flexural strength, failure envelope, and uniaxial compression
strength of Arctic sea ice, can affect icebreaking and operational and depreciation costs (Wang et al. 2018a). At the same
time, the weakness of Arctic ice strength will significantly
accelerate sea ice drift and increase ice deformation. It is clear
that physical and thermodynamic features of ice floes detected
by buoys are important for safe Arctic shipping.
Estimates of Arctic sea ice extent and thickness can also
acquire from airborne observations, such as the NASA
Operation IceBridge, where a frequency-modulated continuous-wave radar, a digital camera, and a laser scanner system
are mounted on a fixed-wing aircraft. Generally, the airborne
radar measurements always underestimate snow depths on sea
ice because of radar range resolution and rough ice surfaces.
The bias of snow depth estimates from airborne measurement is
often larger than 20 cm (K. Castro-Morales et al. 2017). Since
the cost of airborne measurements are higher than buoy measurements or satellite remote sensing measurements, airborne
measurements only work for several weeks a year, and it is only
viewed as an auxiliary tool to support Arctic shipping.

Streaming data from shipborne radar systems
Shipborne radar systems on vessels can provide high-resolution, continuous, and accurate monitoring of sea ice conditions along Arctic routes, especially recording of small-scale
ice features that are undetectable by satellites. The detecting
distance and accuracy of Arctic sea ice is closely linked with
the capability of shipborne radar, the height of antennae, and
the sea ice surface characters. However, shipborne radar systems are ignored by current researches on Arctic maritime
transportation. When the summer Arctic Ocean become nearly ice free in the next 3 decades, the number of vessels shipping along Arctic routes will increase significantly; furthermore, the size and the spatio-temporal resolution of streaming
data from the network of shipborne radars are rapidly increasing, which make these streaming data important for real-time
monitoring sea ice conditions and weather and environmental
conditions along Arctic routes. More importantly, since at
present streaming data from shipborne radar networks have
been widely used in traditional navigation and distributed
using existing wireless communication systems between vessels or between vessels and ports, the acquisition of streaming
data from shipborne radar network will not bring additional
costs for shipping companies. Noticing that the resolution is
better than remote sensing measurement, these streaming data
have great potential to replace streaming data from high-cost
buoy and airborne measurement systems in the short-term and
remote sensing measures in the long term, in order to guarantee safe and efficient trans-Arctic navigation through iceinfested waters and to significantly reduce the cost of Arctic
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sea ice monitoring. When vessels ship along the Arctic routes,
vessel hulls interact directly with sea ice, so physical and
thermodynamic properties of sea ice along Arctic routes can
also be measured by suitable sensors onboard vessels (e.g.,
downward-oriented and oblique-oriented cameras). In addition, since short distances between vessels lead to the risk of
collisions while long distances will increase icebreaking costs
and related depreciation cost of vessels, sea ice conditions
observed by shipborne radar networks can help to determine
optimal distances between vessels.

Streaming data from Arctic sea ice predictions
The spatial sea ice extent in the Arctic has declined at a rate of
14% per decade since the beginning of the satellite record in
1979 (Mahmud et al. 2016; Stroeve et al. 2014). Arctic sea ice
is gradually transiting from a thick multi-year ice regime to a
thin first-year ice regime. The Arctic is estimated to lose over
60% in annual mean sea ice thickness (Lindsay and Schweiger
2015). Accurate sea ice modeling and predictions depend
heavily on sea ice initial states and atmospheric/oceanic forcing (Yang et al. 2019); e.g., cyclones entering the Arctic
Ocean contribute to drift patterns of ice floes and the redistribution of sea ice; ocean heat transport from North Atlantic
currents also significantly impacts sea ice extent and thickness. At the same time, the snow scheme in most models is
still a single layer of snow with oversimplification representation of density, grain size, and thermal conductivities of snow
over the entire Arctic (Castro-Morales et al. 2017). Arctic sea
ice predictions have revealed that a later freeze-up contributes
more than earlier break-up to the overall shortening of annual
sea ice duration in the near future (Wang et al. 2018b). At the
current rate of sea ice retreat, all long-term predictions from
Arctic modeling reveal that the current declining trends in sea
ice extent will not abate and the Arctic Ocean will become
nearly ice free in one summer during 2030–2050. However,
the streaming data from these long-term predictions can only
be used to assess future patterns of Arctic shipping change and
support potential transportation strategies and related investment from littoral Arctic countries and cannot be used directly
to plan/adjust/manage annual Arctic shipping routes to
achieve low-cost and low-risk aims.
Short-term predictions (i.e., seasonal scale or yearly scale)
of Arctic sea ice conditions by sea ice models or fully coupled
climate models can lead to good estimates of the length of
navigation seasons for the Arctic shipping passages. The
much-needed high-resolution initial sea ice states, which are
provided by increasing streaming data from satellite remote
sensing measurements and in situ measurements, play a key
role in producing realistic sea ice changes in the subsequent
summer. Compared with historical observation data, both
stand-alone and coupled climate models can successfully
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replicate observed patterns in the seasonal cycle of sea ice
growth and melt (Yang et al. 2019) and can simulate Arctic
sea ice break-up dates and freeze-up dates (Wang et al.
2018a). The streaming data from seasonal/yearly scale predictions can help shipping companies to make a suitable development plan at least one or two seasons ahead. At present, the
season-scale (one or two seasons ahead) prediction of high
spatio-temporal resolution Arctic sea ice condition still remains challenging with large uncertainties since the associated
processes and mechanisms are complex and not yet fully understood. Enhanced understanding of sea ice dynamic and
thermodynamic processes can help substantial improvement
of parameterization schemes of Arctic sea ice and snow over
sea ice (Kang et al. 2014). Since sea ice thickness initialization
has more long-term impacts than that of sea ice concentration
initialization on seasonal sea ice prediction, the latest Sea Ice
Seasonal Prediction System (SISPS) is based on the MITgcm
sea ice-ocean model and uses sea ice thickness assimilation
data in its initial conditions (Yang et al. 2019).
Not only are seasonal predictions important for shipping
time windows before the coming summers, the near real-time
and synoptic scale sea ice predictions are also necessary during shipping in the Arctic (Yang et al. 2019). Steaming data
from synoptic scale prediction can help vessels to ship in the
most cost-effective route and minimize the risks from iceberg
and large-scale ice floes. The accuracy of the near real-time
and synoptic scale predictions on sea ice is high since the bias
can be corrected largely by assimilation with observational
data from various sources.

Steaming data–based management systems
for trans-Arctic routes
The management of Arctic navigation routes should be
established on near real-time streaming data from air-spaceground-sea integrated monitoring networks on Arctic sea ice
concentration, thickness, and drift patterns at high spatiotemporal resolution.
Main in situ measurements consist of a shipborne radar
network, a buoy network, and a shore-based radar network.
The use of a shipborne radar network and a shore-based radar
network is proposed initially. Although these two in situ measurements are always ignored by existing researches on Arctic
shipping, with the increase in Arctic shipping and the improvement of infrastructure along Arctic routes, a low-cost
shipborne radar network and a shore-based radar network
should replace the buoy network in the near future. Due to
the remoteness from navigation support services, in situ measurements of sea ice along the Arctic northeast passage, we
suggest using a combination of a buoy network and a shipborne radar network. Since the existence of the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago leads to narrow water channels, the
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combination of shore-based radar network and shipborne radar network is suggested to use as in situ measurements along
the Arctic northwest passage. Due to high cost, limited airborne observations are suggested to use as an auxiliary tool to
fill the gap among buoy network, shipborne radar network,
and shore-based radar network.
Satellite-borne passive microwave sensor measurements
can provide observations at coarse spatial resolution and relatively high temporal resolution, while SAR satellite can provide observations at finer spatial resolution and low temporal
resolution, so the remote sensing retrieval products on sea ice
conditions from existing on-orbit satellite observations cannot
support blooming exploitation of Arctic routes. This will be
improved gradually by launching various micro/nano satellite
constellations. At present, all known Arctic sea ice remote
sensing data are calibrated by limited outdated in situ measurements; e.g., snow on Arctic sea ice, a key parameter in
estimates of ice thickness, is poorly monitored; all existing
studies are based on a past climatology of snow depth from
Warren et al. (1999) although a significant warming has occurred in the past 20 years. Moreover, these data products and
related remote sensing retrieval algorithms cannot be updated
automatically by incorporating new in situ measurements. The
use of traditional data assimilation techniques is just to minimize some bias between satellite sea ice retrieval data and in
situ measurements under simple statistical assumptions.
Therefore, we present an innovative sea ice mapping algorithm (see Figure 1): The deep learning model used is the long
short-term memory (LSTM) neural network which can successfully solve vanishing or exploding gradient problems in
estimates of the interneuron connection strengths (i.e., synaptic weights). The LSTMs replace the neurons in neural

networks with cells whose input/output/forget gates have a
special memory ability to retain useful information and remove extraneous data, so the LSTMs are localized in time
and space and then can make full use of streaming data characteristics. The feature parameters (e.g., brightness temperatures, polarization, and spectral gradient ratios) from satellite
remote sensing raw data, which are closely related to sea ice,
can be used as the inputs of the LSTM model. The high spatiotemporal resolution shipborne radar measurements, buoy
measurements, and shore-based radar measurements are used
as training datasets. When there is a large bias between sea ice
mapping data and in situ measurement data, the LSTM model
needs to be trained again by new in situ measurement data,
and related synaptic weights in the LSTM model will be updated. Compared with widely used empirical remote sensing
retrieval algorithms and statistical data assimilation techniques, our sea ice mapping algorithm can make full use of
unknown information hidden in remote sensing observations
without accurately extracting/understanding the nonlinear and
non-stationary observation process of satellite sensors on sea
ice. After training with in situ measurements, the use of deep
learning techniques can incorporate a collection of multisensor observations onboard different satellites and then enable enhanced accurate mapping of Arctic sea ice conditions
at high spatio-temporal resolution. Since our sea ice mapping
algorithm is based on the nonlinear and non-stationary remote
sensing process and can be updated automatically according
new in situ measurement data, our algorithm has a clear advantage over traditional algorithms (remote sensing retrieval +
data assimilation) embedded DOTAR system. The combination of our deep learning–based sea ice mapping algorithm
and existing wireless communication network can support
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the establishment of a near real-time air-space-ground-sea integrated monitoring network for Arctic routes.
By using streaming data from near real-time air-spaceground-sea integrated monitoring networks as the input (i.e.,
initial state) of sea ice models or full-coupled climate models,
we can make long-term, short-term and synoptic scale sea ice
predictions. All of these predictions can be updated automatically by inputting new sea ice mapping data (Figure 1). Longterm predictions will be used to support potential Arctic shipping strategies and investment from littoral Arctic countries.
Short-term (seasonal/yearly scale) predictions can be used directly to plan Arctic shipping in the coming summer. The
most important synoptic scale sea ice predictions can support
near real-time dynamic optimal trans-Arctic routes (Figure 1).
In detail, feasible shipping routes can be extracted easily according to synoptic scale predictions on sea ice concentration/
thickness, drift patterns, and vessel ice-strength class.
Economic and risk assessment of these routes reveals the optimal shipping route by minimizing economic cost and possible damage loss. At present, economic and risk assessment is
still immature and is based on limited empirical links between
ice concentration/thickness and vessel ice-strength class. It is
important to use buoy and shipborne sensors to accurately
measure physical and thermodynamic properties, such as tensile strength, flexural strength, failure envelope, and uniaxial
compression strength of Arctic sea ice along Arctic routes.
Although these physical and thermodynamic properties can
affect icebreaking and operational and depreciation cost when
vessels ship along Arctic routes, existing researches ignore
these key properties of sea ice. Accuracy economic and risk
assessment in the near future must take these physical and
thermodynamic properties into consideration (Figure 1).

Discussion and conclusions
Sea ice conditions of Arctic routes significantly affect navigational safety, economic costs, and navigable periods of transArctic transportation. Compared with the routes via the Suez
Canal or the Cape of Good Hope, the Arctic routes can reduce
the navigational distances between East Asia and Europe
ports. Except for that, the exploitation of resources development (e.g., Yamal oil/gas field) and shipment of raw materials
along the Arctic coast will also be a driver for the increase of
trans-Arctic maritime transportation. Trans-Arctic shipping
has been incorporated into the China national strategy “Ice
silk road.” Due to Arctic amplification of global warming,
the increasing length and variability of the open water season
is accelerating Arctic maritime transportation. However, increasing Arctic shipping activities must be balanced with
any harm to the Arctic ecosystem, through pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions, and it is important that ships become carbon-neutral at the earliest opportunity.
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Environmental streaming data from near real-time airspace-ground-sea integrated monitoring networks and fullcoupled climate models will be necessary to support selection,
evaluation, and economic analysis of Arctic commercial shipping routes. In this paper, we design a management system of
environmental streaming data from air-space-ground-sea integrated monitoring networks and high-resolution sea ice predictions to optimize trans-Arctic maritime transportation. As
the core algorithm of the integrated monitoring network, we
have developed a LSTM-based sea ice mapping algorithm to
replace traditional remote sensing sea ice retrieval algorithms
and data assimilation techniques. LSTMs are local in time and
space and can make full use of streaming data characteristics.
The feature parameters (e.g., brightness temperatures, polarization, and spectral gradient ratios) from satellite remote sensing raw data, which is closed related to sea ice, can be used as
the input of the LSTM model. The high spatio-temporal resolution shipborne radar measurements, buoy measurements,
and shore-based radar measurements are used as training
datasets. The main advantage of our algorithm lies in that it
can make full use of unknown information hidden in environmental streaming data from remote sensing observations without accurately extracting/understanding the nonlinear and
non-stationary observation process of satellite sensors on sea
ice, while traditional remote sensing sea ice retrieval algorithms and data assimilation techniques are just based on simple statistical bias estimates. In addition, we also suggest incorporation of shipborne-sensors-measured physical and thermodynamic features of Arctic sea ice into accurate economic
and risk assessments of Arctic routes. Due to the large size of
streaming data, the proposed management of dynamic environmental streaming data should be built on a cloud distribution platform using wireless communications networks between vessels and ports. Our management system will be
adopted by the ongoing European Commission Horizon
2020 Programme “Enhanced Physical Internet-Compatible
Earth-frieNdly freight Transportation answer (ePIcenter)” as
a core part of a trans-Arctic transportation system.
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